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Motivation: Proteins involved in liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) and membraneless organelles
(MLOs) are recognized to be decisive for many biological processes and also responsible for several dis-
eases. The recent explosion of research in the area still lacks tools for the analysis and data integration
among different repositories. Currently, there is not a comprehensive and dedicated database that col-
lects all disease-related variations in combination with the protein location, biological role in the MLO,
and all the metadata available for each protein and disease. Disease-related protein variants and addi-
tional features are dispersed and the user has to navigate many databases, with a different focus, formats,
and often not user friendly.
Results: We present DisPhaseDB, a database dedicated to disease-related variants of liquid–liquid phase
separation proteins. It integrates 10 databases, contains 5,741 proteins, 1,660,059 variants, and 4,051 dis-
ease terms. It also offers intuitive navigation and an informative display. It constitutes a pivotal starting
point for further analysis, encouraging the development of new computational tools.
The database is freely available at http://disphasedb.leloir.org.ar.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cells compartmentalize biological processes to achieve spatial
and temporal control over biochemical reactions. This is accom-
plished through both membrane bound and membraneless orga-
nelles (MLOs). MLOs are formed through the process of Liquid–
liquid phase separation (LLPS) in which a liquid demixes in two
phases where one phase is enriched in particular macromolecules,
while depleted in others [1–3].

Examples are Nucleolus, Cajal bodies, and nuclear speckles in
the nucleus and stress granules, P granules and P-bodies in the
cytoplasm [1,3], among others. These structures play diverse roles
in various biological processes such as organization of the cyto-
plasm and nucleoplasm, regulation of gene expression, signaling,
transport and compartmentalization [4,5]. However, they are also
increasingly implicated in several complex human diseases [5–7].
Examples of abnormal LLPS have been implicated in cancer, neu-
rodegenerative and infectious diseases among others [8–12].
Therefore, it is not surprising that a perturbation in proteins that
undergo LLPS, like a single nucleotide variant (SNV), gene copy
number variation (CNV), protein mutation and post-translational
modifications (PTMs) can upset the fine tuned process of MLO for-
mation, stability and dynamics [6,13–20].

Proteins that undergo LLPS are often intrinsically disordered or
have disordered regions (IDPs and IDRs, respectively), they might
also have a biased amino acid composition or low-complexity
regions (LCRs), and are therefore highly dynamic [21–23]. To a
large extent, these regions are responsible for the separation in
phases, although other types of regions or domains can also be
found in proteins that separate into phases [21,24,25]. There are
several molecular interaction types contributing to LLPS, such as
multivalent protein–protein and protein-DNA/RNA interactions.
Also, dynamically transient interacting regions as IDRs, LCR and
prion-like, aggregation, coacervation, electrostatic, cation-p and
p-p interactions, among others [26]. Mapping mutations to struc-
tural features could help to understand mechanisms involved in
the formation of pathological aggregates. As an example, it was
shown that mutations in the prion-like domains (PLDs) of several
proteins are involved in neurodegenerative diseases such as
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amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), frontotemporal dementia
(FTD), and multisystem proteinopathy [11].

Numerous experimental methods have been developed or
repurposed to study the LLPS process and proteins involved, such
as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), immunofluorescence,
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), and many others
[27–30]. However, there are still not enough bioinformatics tools
and databases to study them, much less in the context of human
diseases. We hypothesize that this is in part due to the lack of cen-
tralized data repositories, the low agreement among existing ones,
the scarcity of dedicated cross-referenced databases and, the poor
scalability offered for large integrative analysis of phase separating
proteins.

It was shown that the agreement between 4 dedicated data-
bases of LLPS proteins [31–34] is rather poor, sharing 42 human
proteins out of 4,367, proving that none of the four databases taken
alone provides enough data to enable a meaningful analysis [35],
added to the fact that they do not focus on protein variations in
diseases.

To cover this gap, we present DisPhaseDB, an integrative data-
base focused on disease variations in LLPS proteins. The database
encompasses all known phase separating proteins, including Dri-
vers, Clients, Regulators and other MLOs experimentally associated
proteins together with their disease related variations. We expect
our database to be of interest for researchers studying MLOs, LLPS
proteins, diseases, proteins for targeting therapies, specific MLO
components in a disease and also for computational groups devel-
oping methods to understand sequence-function relationships and
mutational impact.
2. Methods

2.1. Selection of proteins involved in LLPS and MLO associated

Our starting point was an integrated set of MLO associated
human proteins that were collected in a previous group effort
[35]. It consists of the entries of four databases of LLPS and MLOs
associated proteins that were compiled, merged, completed and
stored in a local database: PhaSePro [31], PhaSepDB [32] DrLLPS
[33] and LLPSDB [34]. This set is periodically updated with the
databases’ new releases. The consolidated dataset is available at
https://mlos.leloir.org.ar/ [35].

The role of the proteins in the LLPS process and their association
with the MLOs, is taken from the annotation of the source data-
base. There are four types of Protein roles: Drivers, Regulators, Cli-
ents and Unassigned when no database describes its role. In
addition, we grouped their experimental evidence supporting the
roles as low throughput and high throughput for user evaluation
of their confidence.
2.2. Mutation collection

We obtained human coding variants from ClinVar release
20200402 [36], a public archive of human genetic variants and
their interpretation with respect to a clinical condition or pheno-
types, along with supporting evidence for such association. DisGe-
NET [37] offers several datasets based on gene-disease associations
(GDAs) and variant-disease associations (VDAs). For our database
we took mutations from the curated VDA dataset (October 2020),
which at the same time integrates variants from UniProt, ClinVar,
GWASdb [38] and GWAS catalog [39].

From UniProt [40] we used the dataset of human variants that
are manually annotated in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (release-
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2021_02). Lastly, COSMIC release v94 was used to obtain the cod-
ing point mutations in human cancers [41].

In all cases, we mapped variants with genomic coordinates from
the human genome assembly GRCh38 onto the canonical protein
sequence. Disease and other altered phenotypic effects annotations
in ClinVar, COSMIC, DisGeNET and UniProt are not consistent
between databases nor within the same database. They are fre-
quently cross referenced to one or many ontologies that collect
medical terms, and/or diseases, such as Disease Ontology (DO)
[42], the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [43], Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) [44], Medical Genetics (MedGen, https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/medgen/), The Monarch Merged Disease Ontol-
ogy (MONDO) [45], National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCI,
https://ncim.nci.nih.gov/), Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM) [46], among others. In some cases there is no reference
to any ontology. Furthermore, a mutation can be associated with
several diseases and vice versa. Thus, in this context studying a
variant, a protein or a disease is challenging. As an example, muta-
tion R521C in FUS protein is associated with different diseases in
different ontologies: Melanoma of skin (SNOMEDCT_US:
93655004), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis ALS6 (MEDCIN: 315716
and MedGen: C1842675) and Gastric Carcinoma (NCI: C4911). In
addition, there are many synonymous annotated for the same dis-
ease in one ontology, as an example ‘‘Cancer of Stomach”, ‘‘Cancer
of the Stomach”, ‘‘Carcinoma of Stomach”, ‘‘Gastric Cancer”, etc, are
references to the same disease in NCI. Another case are synony-
mous in different ontologies, as example: Cutaneous Melanoma
(MedGen: C0151779), Melanoma of skin (SNOMEDCT_US:
93655004) and ‘‘Melanoma, Cutaneous Malignant” (OMIM:
155600).

Finally, there are different grades of specificity of a disease that
are referred to as different terms, as an example, ‘‘Acanthoma” is a
type of ‘‘Skin Neoplasms”. Therefore, mapping all disease terminol-
ogy into a single ontology is not feasible. So, to facilitate the user
navigating through this tangle of terms in dozens of ontologies to
study a variation or a protein, DisPhaseDB includes all available
disease annotations and, when there are no references to an ontol-
ogy, reference to the source mutation database.

2.3. Additional information

We also included molecular features such as structural domains
from Pfam database (Mistry et al., 2020), Intrinsically disordered
Regions (IDRs) and Low-Complexity Regions (LCRs) from MobiDB
[47], post-translational modifications (PTMs) retrieved from Phos-
phoSitePlus [48] and Prion-like domains (PLDs) predicted by
PLAAC [48–49]. These features are displayed on the protein
sequence using the ‘‘Feature-Viewer” tool to visualize positional
data [50].

2.4. Server construction and access

The server backend consists of a http web-server developed in
Python 3.8+ using the Flask framework and MySQL. The client
web application was developed with the AngularJS framework.
3. Results

3.1. DisPhaseDB in numbers

We present DisPhaseDB, available at https://disphasedb.leloir.
org.ar.

DisPhaseDB contains 5,741 LLPS proteins, all of them with
experimental evidence that supports their association to the MLOs.
For these proteins we collected human disease mutations from
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up-to-date databases including UniProt, ClinVar, DisGeNET and
COSMIC. After merging the four databases, the total number of
unique coding variants (protein mutations) is 1,660,059. COSMIC
contributes 1,464,124, ClinVar 221,097, DisGeNET 56,813 and
UniProt 22,965. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the overlap of the
four protein variation resources, showing that all of them are
needed to have a better landscape of mutation in LLPS proteins.
The most common type are missense mutations, followed by syn-
onymous mutations (66.57% and 23.41% respectively) (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2).

It is evident that an amino acid change due to a missense muta-
tion could influence protein structure, function and LLPS behavior.
However, synonymous SNPs can have a substantial contribution to
Fig. 1. A) Number of mutations by protein (only the first 1000 most mutated pr

Fig. 2. A) Protein distribution by MLO in DisPhaseDB, showing only MLOs with more th

2553
disease risk and other complex traits. There are various molecular
mechanisms that underlie these effects such as: altering splicing
efficiency and/or accuracy, losing information of exon–intron
boundaries [51], affecting post-transcriptional processing and reg-
ulation of RNA, influencing the kinetics of mRNA translation [52]
and affecting the timing of cotranslational folding due to rare
codons [53], among others.

On average, proteins in DisPhaseDB have around 200 mutations,
although few proteins are exceptionally highly mutated (Fig. 1). As
an example, TITIN (20,552 mutations) is a key component of stri-
ated muscles and mutations in this protein are related to different
types of cardiomyopathies and muscular dystrophies [54–56].
BRCA1, BRCA2 and APC (9,172, 12,063 and 9,237 mutations respec-
oteins are shown). B) Distribution of proteins by the number of mutations.

an 10 associated proteins. B) Number of MLOs in which a protein can be present.
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tively) are proteins involved in DNA repair and tumor suppressor
[57–59]. It is well known mutations in these proteins produce an
increased risk for different types of cancer, especially breast, ovar-
ian and colorectal cancer [60–62]. Mutations do not appear equally
in different protein regions, IDR and LCR have more mutations than
the ordered portion of the protein (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Each protein is associated with one or more LLPS source data-
bases and, when possible, with their role in the LLPS process. Pro-
tein roles can vary depending on the MLO and the source database
leading to diverse situations. A protein can be annotated as Driver
in a particular MLO and as Client in another, also a protein can have
a role in one database and be unassigned or have a different one in
another for the same MLO. There are 285 proteins classified as Dri-
vers, 357 regulators, 3,157 potential clients, and 4,105 have no role
assigned in their source databases or MLO (Supplementary Fig. 4
shows the distribution of proteins by their role and, disaggregated
by MLO).

Mutated proteins of DisPhaseDB are associated with 103 MLOs,
varying in number across them. As an example, the nucleolus has
3,315 associated proteins while the synaptosome has only 1. Most
Fig. 3. A) Distribution of the total mutated proteins among all the subheading in MeSh
tendencie (COSMIC contributes with 1,464,124 mutations out of 1,660,059).
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proteins are associated with a single MLO (3,729), being the max-
imum 13 MLOs (1 protein) (Fig. 2).

Also mutated proteins are associated with one or more diseases,
Fig. 3 (upper panel) shows the number of DisPhaseDB mutated
proteins associated with all the Mesh ontology subheadings in
the disease category. These headings are nodes near the root of
the ontology, but the annotations allow going forward to more
specificity, for example Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the terms
under ‘‘neoplasms” subheading disaggregated by site. Since 80%
of the mutations in DisPhaseDB are contributed by COSMIC (so-
matic mutations in cancer). Fig. 3 (lower panel) shows the distribu-
tion of mutated proteins by disease removing those mutations
contributed by COSMIC. Even though removing COSMIC mutations,
proteins associated with neoplasms are still predominant.

3.2. Server usage

DisPhaseDB offers either a quick search by protein, MLO or
disease or an advanced search applying one or several filters.
Possible fIlters are by protein, role, MLO, disease name or keyword,
ontology. B) Same as A, but excluding COSMIC contributed mutations to see the



Fig. 4. Example of search by Hepatobiliary Neoplasm disease. The top panel shows the first two proteins of a list of 87 related to the query disease. Middle panel shows the
protein features mapped onto the sequence and the bottom panel shows a portion of the list of disease related mutations in which the protein is involved (three out of 352
mutations).
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by evidence (low or high throughput experiments), by protein dis-
order content and mutation type (missense, frameshift, nonsense,
etc). In addition, filters can be combined in such a way that users
can customize the set of proteins according to their need or interest.

As an example, Fig. 4 shows a search by a particular disease:
Hepatobiliary Neoplasm. The output is a list of proteins involved
in this disease with relevant annotations. By clicking a protein, fur-
ther characteristics are expanded. As an example, synaptic func-
tional regulator FMR1 (UP: Q06787) is selected. The information
displayed is divided in the following sections: I) a protein summary
with general information and the fasta sequence; II) protein MLO
location; III) protein features mapped onto the sequence such as
2555
regions, domains, disorder content and mutations (disaggregated
by type), among others IV) a mutation summary and V) a mutation
table to download. Fig. 4 is a composite of different parts of the
search results and output for illustrative purposes.
4. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, there is not an integrated and
comprehensive resource for mutations in MLOs associated pro-
teins. For this reason, we integrated all state-of-the-art resources
of proteins involved in LLPS and MLOs with four relevant disease
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databases that annotate medical terms and phenotypic effects. The
selected variant databases with clinical relevance are not redun-
dant showing very little overlap among them. In such a way to
cover the range of diseases and variant effects.

Variant databases are often not user friendly and they cross-
reference to different disease ontologies and many other data-
bases. This highlights the need for a unification of these resources.

DisPhaseDB also provides mutation mapping onto the protein
sequence and associated metadata, such as disordered, low com-
plexity and ordered regions, post translational modifications,
among other features.

Therefore this resource will be helpful to investigate sequence-
function relationships and mutational impact on LLPS proteins, to
assist researchers to better understand complex human diseases
under the lens of phase separation.
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